TECHNICAL BULLETIN
“Go-Gauge” or “Go-No-Go” Gauge?
An Explanaon of 2 Types of Inspecon Gauges and Why
Nicopress Gauges are Correctly Idenﬁed as “Go-Gauges”
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Locking Screw

Allen Wrench

Foreword: Gauging swaged sleeves is an important inspecon process to determine if a sleeve has been pressed enough to ensure a full-strength
connecon to wire rope. Oen, a Nicopress gauge is referred to as a “Go-No-Go” gauge, which, is not quite correct. Nicopress gauges are correctly
idenﬁed as: “Go” gauges. It is important to understand the diﬀerence between the two gauge types, since a beer understanding of the two oﬀers
a scienﬁc perspecve on how proper swaging is achieved and why only one inspecon method is required for Nicopress sleeves.

What is a “Go” gauge? (quick answer: If it goes, it passes - If it doesn’t go, it fails)
Answer: A Nicopress “Go” gauge is a gauge designed to easily slide or “go” over a properly swaged secon of sleeve to be sure a safe
amount of compression has been reached. If the gauge tool does not easily slide over the swage or, does not go, the swage tool must
be adjusted to press deeper to allow the gauge to freely pass or “go” over the swage. In theory, this would be an inspecon tool to
prevent under-pressing occuring during a swaging process.
What is a “No-Go” gauge? (quick answer: If it doesn’t go, it passes - If it goes, it fails)
Answer: A “No-Go” gauge (not used by Nicopress) is designed to not go (or “no-go”) over a formed or machined dimensional zone in
order to pass this type of inspecon. If this type of gauge were used for inspecon of swaged sleeves, it would be tesng for overcompression. If a no-go gauge tool slides or “goes” over the pressed area, this would indicate it has been over-pressed and fails the
test. In theory, this would be an inspecon tool to prevent over-pressing (or too much compression). Other industries ulize “NoGo” gauges for applicaons where it is necessary to inspect for undersize dimensions. Nicopress does not require, recommend, or
supply “No-Go” gauges for inspecon of swaged sleeves.
What is a “Go-No-Go” gauge?
Answer: A “go-no-go” gauge is really 2 gauges: a “go” gauge slot, and a “no-go” gauge slot combined into one tool.

Why does Nicopress supply and recommend “Go” gauges but not “No-Go” gauges?
For inspecon of Nicopress swaged connecons, only the Nicopress “Go” gauge is required to ensure swaged sleeves have deep
enough presses. A “no-go” gauge is unnecessary due to an inherent design characterisc of all Nicopress tools. The hand-tool jaws
(and swaging dies) of all Nicopress tools are designed so that when they are completely closed (jaws or die faces are in contact), the
press tool cannot damage the sleeve by over-compression. Since the swaged sleeve can never become overly compressed, there is no
need to inspect it for a condion of over-pressing with a “no-go” gauge. Queson: Some may ask, why not just set the hand tool for
maximum compression at all mes? Answer: If you adjust the hand tool for its maximum compression seng, the drawbacks are: 1)
The handle force increases making it more diﬃcult to close, causing unnecessary addional fague to the user. 2) Over me, with
hand tools, it may tend to accelerate unnecessary tool wear. Note: In power tools, compression dies are not adjustable.

Final Word: It is always recommended, while adjusng a hand tool, to gradually increase the compression of the tool to a point
where the Nicopress “go-gauge” easily slides (or “goes”) over the pressed sleeve resulng in an opmum swage compression.
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